
 

GREYHOUNDS – STILL RUNNING FOR THEIR LIVES 
 
 
Around 20,000 Greyhounds are bred in Australia for the ‘sport’ of racing EVERY YEAR.  
As a direct result of the racing industry there is a phenomenally high mortality rate for this 
breed of dog.  It, literally, is….  THE QUICK, OR THE DEAD. 
 
Thousands upon thousands of healthy, young Greyhounds are destroyed each year for no 
other reason than they become surplus to racing industry requirements.  
  
How is this allowed? How is this acceptable?  Why does this overbreeding and mass 
wastage occur in our society? 
 
Is it because Australians are conditioned into a quiet acceptance of a betting industry that 
exploits and destroys animals in vast numbers?  Having a punt on ‘the dogs’ and gambling in 
general seems so embedded in Australian culture that the destruction of masses of animals 
continues to go unchecked.  Australians are the world’s most prolific gamblers. The 
Economist magazine reported in May this year that Australians are the biggest gamblers in 
the world, losing more money per capita than any other country. 1 
 
Dog racing is an embarrassingly iconic Aussie pastime. Unfortunately many Australians still 
only view Greyhounds as “racing dogs”.  However, through the efforts of a relatively small 
number of greyhound devotees involved in the rescue and rehoming of these dogs over the 
years there are now many people in our communities that have learned first-hand how lovely 
Greyhounds are – that know that they really do make wonderful family pets and excellent 
companions and are not “just a race dog”, but sadly, there is still a widespread, lack of 
knowledge about the temperament, nature and needs of this breed. 
 
This ignorance unfortunately extends to staff and management at some pounds and shelters 
around the country where many gorgeous Greyhounds, discarded by the dog racing industry, 
find themselves incarcerated and inevitably destroyed.  Many of these quiet, friendly, placid, 
predominantly lazy, low-maintenance dogs which are highly suited to indoor life with busy 
families in high-density suburban areas have been overlooked or deliberately disregarded for 
adoption opportunities due to a general lack of knowledge or understanding by rehoming 
staff, and due to a lack of promotion or recommendation.  Many of these are very young, 
unraced dogs that show no inclination to chase and would be highly suitable for young 
suburban families. 
 
A program of education and awareness about Greyhounds as pets is necessary. Information 
about the breed and Greyhound temperament, characteristics, behaviour patterns and 
suitability for many situations is required and should be targeted at shelters and pounds 
nationwide, to combat the enormous wastage of Greyhounds and reduce the amount of 
healthy, rehomable dogs unnecessarily put to death. 
 
Dog racing industry authorities have advised participants to avoid surrendering their dogs to 
pounds.  The Greyhound Adoption Program of Qld (an initiative of Racing Queensland) 
stated in a recent newsletter “Please consider the image of the industry when placing dogs 
with other rehoming and rescue organisations. Greyhounds languishing in pounds are surely 
not the image we wish to portray.”  And at a recent meeting of the Greyhound Industry 
Consultation Group held in NSW it was decided that “it is the preferred option that 
greyhounds be adopted or humanely euthanized by a Veterinary Surgeon. It is not 
appropriate for greyhounds to be handed in to Council pounds.”  
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Such deliberation may not impact on numbers surrendered to pounds and shelters as it is 
often the ‘easier’ (and cheaper) option for dog racing owners and trainers.  Perhaps not for 
those dog racing participants who live near a Vet Clinic that is sympathetic to greyhound 
racing offering them cheap euthanasia, such as the northern NSW Vet surgery that runs its 
‘cheap Thursday’ – special kill rates for greyhounds – only $25! 
 
The dog racing industry seems to view these dogs only in terms of commercial gain, glossing 
over the appallingly negative consequences for the masses of dogs used, abused and 
discarded and delivering effective marketing and clever ‘spin’ to glamorise the code and 
deflect welfare concerns.  It is basically a ‘breeding lottery’ for the fastest runner. 
 
Vets and vet nurses around Australia know first-hand of the plight of these dogs, with many 
dismayed at the euthanasia rates and the excessive numbers ‘dealt with’ in their clinics. 
Large numbers of Greyhounds are used by universities and science labs each year – the 
over-abundance of unwanted Greyhounds, and their favourable anatomy, making them an 
ideal choice for veterinary science training etc. 
 
80 years on and Greyhound racing and the negative consequences for the dogs continues.  
Greyhounds are still running for their lives.  This breed of dog is being bred, injured and killed 
in appallingly high numbers for human entertainment and gambling.  Some small, volunteer, 
grass-roots groups have been working tirelessly to rehome Greyhounds as family pets and 
companions in our community, to dispel the misconceptions about the breed, to promote the 
attributes and suitability of Greyhounds as pets, to raise awareness about their plight, and to 
gather mass support in order to bring about change.  This handful of registered greyhound 
adoption agencies cannot possibly cope with the enormous volume of dogs being routinely 
discarded by this industry.   
 
Larger, better resourced animal welfare groups and shelters need to join this fight and help 
these dogs.  These are dogs – not racing machines – these are friendly, gentle, placid dogs 
whose natural speed has made them a victim of human greed and exploitation. 
 
The ‘sport’ of dog racing is facing a global decline. Dog racing has been banned in some 
countries and welfare campaigns are successfully reducing the number of dog racing tracks 
in others. Society is taking an increasingly negative view of the exploitation and destruction of 
animals for the purpose of entertainment and betting – dog racing and the associated 
carnage is seen as unnecessary and unacceptable by many, and dogs being injured and 
killed for gambling is simply getting harder and harder to justify.  However, this viewpoint or 
growing movement is yet to produce structured welfare activity or significant action or 
changes in Australia. 
 
RSPCA Victoria released this statement after being presented as supporter of the racing 
industry in that state…  “Overbreeding is a major issue in this industry, and the dogs needing 
new homes simply outweigh the capacity of GAP programs. Subsequently, we believe the 
welfare of greyhounds is seriously compromised and we would, therefore, never choose to 
endorse this sport”.   
 
State President Dr Hugh Wirth said Victorian shelters were inundated every year with 
unwanted greyhounds that were difficult to rehome. “Due to common misconceptions about 
greyhounds, they can be harder to rehome than other breeds,” Dr Wirth said. He also said 
that overbreeding of greyhounds was unacceptable and needed to be addressed urgently. 2 
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Animals Australia’s official stance with regard to dog racing… “Animals Australia is opposed 
to greyhound racing as it places financial considerations ahead of the welfare of animals.  
During racing and training, greyhounds endure high physical and psychological stress and 
when they are no longer winning races and providing a financial advantage to their owners, 
they are often killed, passed on to veterinary science facilities or dumped.” 
 
The Animal Welfare League of Queensland has recently updated its policy statement on 
Greyhounds.  “Due to a myriad of welfare and social issues associated with greyhound 
racing, as well as the killing of large numbers of dogs deemed unprofitable either before 
orafter a career in racing, AWL Qld urges a ban on greyhound racing in Australia.” 
 
Thankfully, there are more positive stances and policies afoot for the Greyhound cause, and 
these responses from these welfare agencies are to be commended. However much more is 
needed before we can achieve any impact on the numbers of Greyhounds which are adding 
to the overall over-population figures and preventing any chance of getting to zero. 
 
Greyhounds:  companions – not commodities 
 
 
 
 
 
Lisa White 
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Friends of the Hound Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


